
DISCRETE COMPLEMENTED ALGEBRA

PARFENY p. saworotnow

I. Recently [5] the author introduced the concept of a discrete

I7*-algebra. A two-sided iP*-algebra A is called discrete if each invari-

ant closed ideal in A contains a two-sided projection (a two-sided

projection is an idempotent which is both left and right self-adjoint).

(An ideal I is said to be invariant if I'={xT\xEl] = {xl\xEl}

= P.) It was shown that a simple proper discrete two-sided H*-

algebra is isomorphic to a canonical algebra. (A canonical algebra is

an algebra of the type described in the example below with the addi-

tional assumption that the sequence {t{l)} is bounded.)

The intent of this note is to obtain a similar result for comple-

mented algebras. It is necessary to use a different technique since

the involutions are not defined everywhere in the case of a general

complemented algebra. In particular we define an invariant ideal in

a different (but equivalent) fashion.

We continue to use terminology and notation of [3], [4], and [S].

In particular Z(A)(r(A)) will denote the left (right) annihilator of a

right (left) ideal R(L) in an algebra; AP(AP, liR)v, riL)p) will denote

the orthogonal complement of A(A, /(A), r(A)).

II. Let A be a Banach algebra with a Hilbert space norm. A is

called a complemented algebra [3] if the orthogonal complement of

each right (left) ideal is again a right (left) ideal.

Definition 1. A closed right (left) ideal A(A) in a complemented

algebra A is said to be invariant if Z(AP) =/(P)^,(r(A^,) =r(L)p) i.e.

the orthogonal complement of the (appropriate) annihilator of an

ideal coincides with the (appropriate) annihilator of its orthogonal

complement.

From corollary to Lemma 3 in [5] it follows that in the case of a

two-sided iP*-algebra this definition of an invariant ideal is equivalent

to the definition given in [5]. Note also that an ideal / is invariant

if and only if its orthogonal complement Ip is invariant.

It was established in [4] that in a semisimple complemented alge-

bra A there are two involutions, x—>xr and x—>x(, defined on dense

subsets of A, such that (yx, z) = (y, zxr) and (xy, z) = (y, xlz) for all

y, zEA. If A is not semisimple we cannot speak about involutions

since the right (left) adjoint xr(x!) of a member x of A does not have

to be unique. However, even in this case we may talk about a right
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(left) selfadjoint element: x£^4 is right (left) selfadjoint if (yx, z)

= (y, zx)((xy, z) = (y, xz) for all y, zEA.) A right (left) selfadjoint

(nonzero) idempotent is called a right (left) projection [3]. A two-

sided projection is a (nonzero) idempotent which is both right and

left selfadjoint [5, definition after Lemma 3].

Definition 2. A complemented algebra A is said to be discrete if

each invariant closed right ideal in A contains a two-sided projection.

Example. Let J be an arbitrary set and let t(i) be a real-valued

function defined on J such that 1 ̂ t(i) for each iEJ- Let M be the

set of all complex-valued matrices x = (x<;) defined on JXJ such that

23,-,yi(i)|xy|2i(j) converges. Then M is a complemented algebra in

the ordinary operations of matrices and the scalar product

(*> y) = zZ t(i)%ijyvt(j).
i.i

To see that M is a complemented algebra, note that M contains a

dense subset of elements x having a right adjoint xr(xTt] = t(i)/t(j)xjA

and a dense subset of elements y having a left adjoint yl(y\}

= t(j)/t(i)yji). Let us show that the algebra M is discrete. For each

i£71et e'be a member of il7such that etkj=l if k=j = i and e^ = 0 for

every other pair k, j. Then {e'};e./ is a set of mutually orthogonal

minimal two-sided projections such that M= Yi£J e'M= Y'^-r Me*.

Let R be a closed invariant right ideal in M. Let e£ {e*} ,-e/ be such

that eR9*0. Let us write e = ai4-a2 = 6i+&2 with aiER, a2ERp,

biEl(Rp)=l(R)p, b2El(R). Then aX9*0 (otherwise eR = 0). From

e = ee — (aiA-a2)e = aie-\-a2e we conclude that ai=aie, a2 = a2e; similarly

6i = e6i, 62 = e62. From Theorem 1 of [4] it follows that 6i, 62 have left

adjoints; for the same reason ai, a2 have right adjoints. In fact, as it

can be easily seen, a\El(R)r' = l(Rp), aT2El(R) (if xEl(R) then (a\, x)

= (ea[, x) = (e, xai)=0; if xEl(Rp)=l(R)p then (ar2, x) = (e, xa2)=0).

ButaJ+a2 = er = e = 61-l-62and soaJ=6i, aT2 — b2. By symmetry we have

&i=ai, &2=a2. Thus bi—a\=a\ and so Oi6i = aia\ = aia\ is an element

in R which is both right and left selfadjoint. Following the proof of

Lemma 1 on p. 101 of [2] we now show that R contains a two-sided

projection.

III. Lemma 1. Let {ea} be a sequence of mutually orthogonal two-

sided projections in a proper complemented algebra A. (A complemented

algebra A is proper ifr(A) = (0) [3, p. 50].) Then the ideals R= Y« e-*A

and L = Y<* Aea are invariant.

Proof. First note that l(R) =C\a l(ea) and r(L) =(\ r(ea). By direct

verification we see that
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(1) R" = riL) and that

(2) HR)=Lp
(for example xERp would imply ||eax||2 = (x, eax) =0 for each a and

x£r(I) would imply (x, eay) = ieax, y) =0 for each a and each yG^4).

From (1) we conclude that LEKR")', from (2) one can see that

xELpC\liRp) would imply xA = 0 and xAp = 0 which is only possible

if x = 0 (note that liA)=0 also [3, p. 50]). Thus /(A") = Z(A)"(=L).
Similarly r(Ap) =r(A)p.

In the next lemma and the theorem after it, we will use the term

"simple" to mean "simple and semisimple" [4, p. 56]. (Note that in

our terminology each simple algebra is proper [3, p. 50].)

Lemma 2. Each invariant right ideal R in a simple discrete comple-

mented algebra A contains a minimal two-sided projection. The same

is true about left ideals.

Proof. Let e be a two-sided projection in R. Ii we write e as a

sum of mutually orthogonal primitive (minimal) left projections and

apply Theorem 1 of [4] we can conclude that each element in eA has

a left adjoint in Ae. Similarly each element in Ae has a right adjoint

in eA. Thus .4o = ^4e is a proper two-sided if*-algebra. It is finite

dimensional (e is the identity for A0) and so by Theorem 3 of [5] A0

contains a minimal two-sided projection. Lemma 2 now follows from

thefact that ^4oCA.

Theorem. Each simple discrete complemented algebra A is isomorphic

to an algebra M of the type described in the example above.

Proof. From the above lemmas it follows that A contains a (maxi-

mal) set {«<}<£/ of mutually orthogonal minimal projections such

that A = zZ' eiA = zZi Aei= zZi.i etAe,-. Using this set we can pro-

ceed as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [5] (in the present case we do

not have to prove that the function tii) is bounded above) (note also

that each element in dAe, has both right and left adjoints).
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